This special issue of The International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR) contains extensions of papers presented at the 12th International Symposium on Robotics Research (ISRR), which took place from September, 12-15, 2015, in Sestri Levante, Italy. ISRR is a biennial meeting organized by the International Federation of Robotics Research (IFRR); it has been running since 1983, making it one of the longest-running robotics conferences.
There were 28 oral, 39 interactive and 11 keynote presentations at ISRR 2015. This special issue invited extensions of the ISRR conference papers to be submitted to IJRR, and these went through the full journal review process. The result is a collection of 12 fantastic papers on a wide variety of topics, representing exciting new directions in robotics.
Building robotic devices that assist humans in their everyday tasks is one of the major goals of robotics research. In the paper entitled "Empirical characterization of modular variable stiffness inflatable structures for supernumerary grasp-assist devices" by Lucas Tiziani, Alexander Hart, Thomas Cahoon, Faye Wu, H. Harry Asada and Frank L. Hammond, the authors present a novel robotic device to assist humans in grasping tasks. The device is modular, provides variable stiffness due to its inflatable components and provides additional grasping capabilities. The paper by "Toward wearable supernumerary robotic fingers to compensate missing grasping abilities in hemiparetic upper limb" by Irfan Hussain, Giovanni Spagnoletti, Gionata Salvietti and Domenico Prattichizzo provides the concept of robotic extra fingers that can be used as grasp compensatory devices for a hemiparetic upper limb. The authors demonstrate the usefulness of their device in various tasks in real-world studies with stroke patients.
Manipulation is one of the fundamental tasks for robots providing services to their users. The knowledge about contact forces and inertial parameters of the objects involved in a manipulation task can greatly support robots involved in autonomous manipulation tasks. The paper written by Nima Fazeli, Roman Kolbert, Russ Tedrake and Alberto Rodriguez with the title "Parameter and contact force estimation of planar rigid-bodies undergoing frictional contact" addresses the identification of the inertial parameters and the contact forces associated with objects making and breaking frictional contact with the environment.
The paper "Grasp Pose Detection in Point Clouds" written by Andreas ten Pas, Marcus Gualtieri, Kate Saenko and Robert Platt proposes a method for generating grasp hypotheses, a new grasp descriptor that incorporates surface normals and multiple views and an approach to incorporate prior knowledge about the object category to increase the grasp classification accuracy. The paper also describes a series of experiments that demonstrate the improved performance and that also quantify the contributions of the individual approaches. In the paper "Inverse KKT -Learning Cost Functions of Manipulation Tasks from Demonstrations", the authors Peter Englert, Vien Ngo and Marc Toussaint introduce inverse Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimization for learning cost functions for constrained motion optimization problems. The authors present the usefulness of their approach on several relevant manipulation tasks including sliding a box, closing a drawer and opening a door.
Another highly relevant problem in the context of walking robotics is that of balancing the robot and of better designing bipedal robot architectures. In the paper "A simple model of balancing in the plane and a simple preview balance controller" by Roy Featherstone introduces a new concept for the dynamics of planar robots balancing on a point in the plane. It reduces the number of essential parameters of the balancing behavior to three, all of which can be computed efficiently based on standard dynamics algorithms. The paper entitled "The Yoyo-Man" by Jean-Paul Laumond, Mehdi Benallegue, Justin Carpentier and Alain Berthoz shows that the motions of the feet are organized around the center of mass and how compass-like passive walkers are better controlled when equipped with a stabilized two-degree-of-freedom moving mass on top of them. While the first result is obtained using motion capture data the second one comes from a careful exploration of the mechanical effect of head stabilization to the walking balance.
Three papers contained in this special issue provide contributions to the problem of robot navigation. In the paper "Deep spatiotemporal models for robust proprioceptive terrain classification", Abhinav Valada and Wolfram Burgard present an approach to sound-based terrain analysis based on deep learning. The approach, which utilizes the interaction sound between the tires and the surface for identifying the type of terrain, was evaluated on different terrain types and shows highly accurate classification results. The paper "Detecting, localizing, and tracking an unknown number of moving targets using a team of mobile robots" written by Philip Dames, Pratap Tokekar and Vijay Kumar presents a novel approach to problem of mobile target tracking based on the mathematical concept of random finite sets. The authors validate their method using extensive simulations and a real-world dataset for target motion. Feng Tan, Winfried Lohmiller and Jean-Jacques Slotine contribute the paper "SLAM without linearization" in which they present an innovative solution to the problem of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) that avoids linearized approximations. This is achieved by transforming the nonlinear SLAM problem into a simpler linear time-varying problem, which then is applied in combination with nonlinear contraction analysis tools.
In human-robot cooperation tasks, the estimation and learning of trajectories of the human counterpart is of utmost importance. The paper "Phase estimation for fast action recognition and trajectory generation in humanrobot collaboration" provided by Guilherme Maeda, Marco Ewerton, Gerhard Neumann, Rudolf Lioutikov and Jan Peters presents a novel approach to obtain fast and fluid human-robot interaction by estimating the progress of the movement of the human. To achieve this, it combines the interaction probabilistic movement primitives with a prior model of the phases of the human movement, obtained from demonstrated trajectories. The experimental evaluation in the context of a robotic coworker scenario demonstrates that the approach leads to a faster interaction. The paper "Transition state clustering: Unsupervised surgical trajectory segmentation for robot learning" written by Sanjay Krishnan, Animesh Garg, Sachin Patil, Colin Lea, Gregory Hager, Pieter Abbeel and Ken Goldberg presents transition state clustering as an unsupervised segmentation algorithm which clusters segment endpoints across repeated demonstrations. The authors evaluate their approach on a series of recordings of surgical needle passing and suturing to demonstrate its applicability.
